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A NOTE FROM JOHN CORIGLIANO
When I was Composer-in-Residence of the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra in the late 1980s, I convinced the management of the
orchestra to commission a new work from a young composer who had
not been played by the orchestra before. Naturally, a flood of scores
and recordings arrived for me to look at. I began searching through the
mound of pieces that represented the work of so many gifted young
people. After omitting many of the pieces and placing a few in the
‘maybe’ box, I suddenly came across a work that was so stunningly
beautiful, so deftly written and so full of feeling, that I knew that I had
found ‘the’ piece that would earn a commission and performance by the
great Chicago Symphony Orchestra.
This work was Song of the Bells, written by Robert Beaser in 1987.
It was for flute and orchestra and exhibited many of the qualities in
Beaser’s music that makes him so special. His technique is immaculate
– but that word does not describe it completely. His orchestration is
lean, yet full. It contains every note needed, not a note more, and like
Ravel, he knows exactly how to do this. Many composers pepper their
works with notes that only obscure what the real material is. Some are
so lean that the works sound unfinished to the ear.
Beaser’s use of harmony and melody are sublime because they
are both inevitable and unusual. Melody and harmony are the most
difficult things for a twenty-first century composer to write. Attempts
at harmony are often represented by pedal tones and works that stay in
one place, or by simplistic harmonic patterns that are predictable and
boring. Melody too, is either overly simplistic or composed of lyrical
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passages that have none of the punctuation that real melody has.
Beaser is one of the only composers I know of that really understands
how to use harmony in unique and unpredictably beautiful ways. His
music is always compelling and fresh to the ear. His melodies are true
melodies and, like his harmonic language, are always fascinating.
In this recording, the main piece is Beaser’s Guitar Concerto, one
of my favourite works of his. Most trained composers do not know
how to write for the guitar (myself being one of them). Everything that
would seem easy for the guitar is impossible and vice versa. When
I finally gave in and wrote my concerto, I had a guitarist-composer
at my side the entire time. That’s why my guitar writing is idiomatic.
Beaser’s Concerto is idiomatic because he knows how to write for the
instrument. His Concerto is a real ‘concerto’, symphonic in scale with
virtuoso passages that only a master could write. This recording also
contains another earlier work for solo guitar, Notes on a Southern Sky,
which Beaser revised in 2015 specifically for this recording.
It is difficult to write a work for youth orchestra that is technically
restricted but doesn’t sound limited. Aaron Copland did this in
An Outdoor Overture. Beaser achieves this in his Evening Prayer, with
its innovative deconstruction and architectural re-imagination of a
Hungarian folk tune. By inventing a language which consists entirely of
reconfigured fragments of the folk song Esti Dal (Evening Song), Beaser
creates a work that shares the sophistication and melodic and harmonic
beauty of his other works, yet can be mastered by a youth orchestra. In
the hands of the Royal Scottish National Orchestra, we hear the work
elevated to its highest technical plane.
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All of us were affected by the historically changing day of September
11, 2001. Many artists and composers expressed their feelings in
paintings, plays, dance and music. Of all of them that I know, the
deepest and most heart-wrenching response from an artist is Ground O.
Ground O is not a long piece, but I will never forget the first time I
heard it. Its power to reflect the enormous sadness of this tragedy is
unspeakably moving. I have heard it many times since and I had the
same reaction each time.
I have had the pleasure of knowing Beaser for many years now.
We both teach composition at the Juilliard School in New York where he
leads our composition department. We have become good friends and
our friendship is founded on mutual admiration. To me, he is a vitally
important composer. Beaser’s music is ‘in the center’, as is mine. He
knows and reveres the past and tries to be part of the future. Serialism,
minimalism, spectralism or any other ‘ism’ just isn’t part of his
vocabulary. He is a serious man of the world, writing music of this age:
music that stands apart from fashion or trend. He is a true musician,
writing because he loves to write, and because he must write. I respect
him enormously.

© John Corigliano, 2017
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A NOTE FROM ELIOT FISK
Although we are only a few months apart in age, Robert Beaser has
been one of my greatest music teachers. Since we met at Yale University
in 1972, we have been the best of friends and have shared the joys and
sorrows of rich lives fully lived. Beaser’s glorious music continues to be
a light in my life and the many hours we have spent together adapting
the astonishing products of his fecund imagination to the sometimes
infuriating exigencies of the guitar, have been among the happiest of my
career. Beaser, like Mozart, fits the work to the capacities of the soloist
with the precision and care of a glove maker.
Both Notes on a Southern Sky and the Guitar Concerto are epic works
of historical importance in the history of the guitar. The Guitar Concerto
in particular demands of the soloist a demonic intensity, a polished
elegance and dramatic sweep that push the capacities of the guitar
into a new dimension. Playing it always feels as if Beaser had, all by
himself, propelled the classical guitar fifty years into the future. It has
been a great honour to perform this work under the baton of Maestro
José Serebrier and to record this masterpiece with the inspiring Royal
Scottish National Orchestra.

© Eliot Fisk, 2017
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A NOTE FROM JOSÉ SEREBRIER
The music of Robert Beaser has the rare quality of being of great
interest to other composers, musicologists and performers, as well as
being loved from the very first hearing by the public. Beaser knows how
to communicate deeply through his music which always unfolds with
persuasive logic, dazzling orchestration and surprises at every turn.
His Guitar Concerto is a unique, groundbreaking work in the repertoire.
It’s a virtuoso work that requires a soloist of almost super-human
endurance, an orchestra with quick responses and a caring conductor.
I feel honoured that Beaser asked me to record his Concerto, a project
that took years in the making. This work should be performed and heard
all over the world; it never fails to truly move and excite the audience.

© José Serebrier, 2017
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GUITAR CONCERTO
I first met Eliot Fisk in 1972 when we were both first year students at
Yale. A mutual friend of ours told me, as I was moving into my new dorm
room on my first day, that I had to go over to the Old Campus where
a certain young guitarist with bushy sideburns, long sandy hair and a
permanently quizzical expression affixed to his bespectacled face had
planted himself under the great elm tree and was practicing his own
Scarlatti transcriptions.
I learned much about the classical guitar repertoire though listening
to Fisk play J.S. Bach, Heitor Villa-Lobos, Benjamin Britten, John
Dowland, Luciano Berio and many more. He began to ask me to write
for the guitar and I responded with Canti Notturni (1975), Notes on a
Southern Sky (1980), Mountain Songs (1985), Shenandoah (1996) and
most recently my Guitar Concerto (2010). We collaborate remarkably
well together – Fisk is expert at helping me tailor my ideas to the
counter-intuitive quirks of his instrument. One of my favourite things
to do is to sit down and have him play through new passages, because
immediately he shows me fifteen ways I can make it come alive which I
hadn’t considered.
It’s not unexpected that I would want to write Fisk a concerto – it
was just a matter of time. It has taken a long time indeed; our project
has had its share of false starts for over a decade. The Guitar Concerto
is cast in a form of three-movements and I have kept the orchestration
lean for practical reasons of balance and portability. The first movement
– entitled ‘Chains and Hammers’, uses a string of minor thirds and
weaves them through a series of edgy variants. A modified sonata form
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provides the scaffolding for its expressive swings and flourishes. From
the opening measures the guitar bursts out of the box and the orchestra
acts as an ever-evolving partner. The second movement turns inwards
and is called ‘Tombeau’. It is filled with Baroque references – stately and
elegiac. There is a hypnotic, meditative theme in 3/4 time (which is a
departure from the 4/4 allemande of traditional tombeaux). This gets
interrupted and upended by a middle section which turns nightmarish
– an incessant modal and rhythmic inflection takes hold and throws the
order off balance. The movement means to pay homage to early lute
music and to Ravel – who himself paid homage to Couperin – evoking an
earlier style and synthesizing it into a new fusion. The third movement
is called ‘Phrygian Pick’ because it mashes together the Andalusian
and bluegrass styles both of which are so iconic and idiomatic to the
tradition of the guitar. One of the most discernible traits in my music is
the predilection to combine elements which at first seem irreconcilable
and turn them into an unexpected hybrid. After the first two weighty
movements, I had been eager to break out of the E-based guitar tuning,
so I decided upon a new scordatura – bringing the low A string down
one step to a G. This small change opened up a multitude of possibilities
for the instrument and it gave me everything I needed to collide these
incongruous worlds.
The Guitar Concerto was co-commissioned by the Albany Symphony,
the American Composers Orchestra and the Bruckner Orchestra in Linz.
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NOTES ON A SOUTHERN SKY
Notes on a Southern Sky was composed in 1980 for Eliot Fisk. It is one of
the first works of mine which was influenced in some way by folk music.
In this case, the music of Latin America, particularly Venezuela, with its
rich folk tradition in music of composers such as Antonio Lauro and the
great guitarist Alirio Díaz.
This piece is a homage of sorts as seen through the prism of an
outsider. It is bipartite (slow-fast), in modified arch form. In the first
section the opening pulsing Es generate into aleatoric loops, which then
evolve into a signature chromatic four-note turn motif, which ultimately
re-appears at the dramatic apex of the second, faster section. In between,
there are dance-like rhythms, syncopated melodic threads and chordal
interruptions, all leading to the driving final coda.
When Notes on a Southern Sky was first composed, it presented a
decided challenge for guitarists, particularly in terms of stamina and
negotiating some highly elaborate contrapuntal passages. Over the
years, I tried my hand at revising it, with playability in mind. For this
recording, I finally arrived at a balanced revision which I am happy with.
It shortens the work by several minutes, but still retains the proportions
and overall architecture of the original edition.
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EVENING PRAYER
The little folk song Esti Dal (Evening Song) from Zoltán Kodály’s
published collection Vegyeskarok (Choruses for Mixed Voices) provides
the impetus for my orchestral work Evening Prayer. The work was
commissioned in 2007 by the Boston Youth Symphony Orchestra to
celebrate their fiftieth anniversary. BYSO was the first real orchestra I
played in when I was starting out and the experience helped to shape
me as a young musician. As a percussionist, I was introduced to the
works of Krzysztof Penderecki, Witold Lutosławski, Paul Hindemith,
Kodály and much of the standard repertoire. As a composer, I was given
the opportunity to make my debut there, conducting one of my earliest
orchestral works in Jordan Hall and on the Esplanade in Boston.
In past pieces when I have employed folk material (often from the
Appalachian region of the US), I have chosen to set it more or less
strophically. For Evening Prayer, I chose this Hungarian tune and
employed it in a more abstracted, circuitous way. The song animates
the piece on two different planes: first, the words themselves, imploring
a safe and gentle transit to a foreign land – a shepherding through
a difficult time to find peace and transcendence in a new place. The
narrative arc of Evening Prayer actively mirrors this transformation and
journey. Second, the tune itself is deconstructed; the fibre and sinew of
my own musical language is built entirely on the simple diatonic shapes
and quirky rhythms that make up Esti Dal. But the resultant music is
completely new. And while the actual tune itself is quoted several ways
throughout, it principally functions as a trope, fragmented and woven
into the fabric of a wholly different musical idiom.
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GROUND O
Ground O is orchestrated from a movement of my earlier suite entitled
Souvenirs for piccolo (or clarinet) and piano. The music itself was
shaped profoundly by the tragic events of September 11 in New York,
as it was composed within a month of this tragedy. In 2011, as the tenth
anniversary of those events neared, I received a commission from the
Seattle Symphony for a farewell tribute to their Music Director Gerard
Schwarz. I felt compelled to rework the music to give Maestro Schwarz
a new incantation of music that holds a special place in my oeuvre. In
crafting this orchestration, I was particularly absorbed in creating an
ethereal tintinnabulation of soft piano, percussion and harp sounds
surrounding a fragile solo violin line which intones the melody, only to
re-emerge in the final pages as a disembodied, angelic obbligato.
Following are the original notes I wrote for Souvenirs:
Ground O (the letter O, not zero) was composed in October of 2001. It is simply
impossible for anyone from around where I live in New York City not to have been
overwhelmingly affected by the events of the prior month. As we all hobbled
around trying to make sense of it all, I finally resorted to the only thing I knew
how to do: compose. For the longest time I was uncomfortable referring to it
literally, and left the song hanging with temporary working titles. Yet as time
receded, I began to more readily accept things for what they were. And so
sometime later I accepted the present title, albeit slightly skewed, for what it
was as well.

© Robert Beaser, 2017
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ROBERT BEASER
Robert Beaser was born on 29 May 1954 in Boston, Massachusetts. One
of the most accomplished creative musicians of his generation, his music
has been performed and commissioned by major orchestras, conductors,
ensembles and performers worldwide. Cited early in the 1980s as one of
the ‘new tonalists’, his works now defy categorization and chart their own
unique trajectories through a wide range of media, blurring boundaries and
reconciling seemingly contradictory worlds in unexpected ways. He is the
recipient of numerous major awards and honours including an Emmy Award
(2016), a GRAMMY® nomination, Guggenheim and Fulbright Fellowships,
and the Rome Prize from the American Academy on Rome. In 2004 he was
inducted into the American Academy of Arts and Letters.
Beaser studied literature, political philosophy and music at Yale
University, graduating summa cum laude in 1976. He went on to earn his
Master of Music, M.M.A. and Doctor of Musical Arts degrees from the Yale
School of Music. His principal composition teachers have included Jacob
Druckman, Earle Brown, Toru Takemitsu, Arnold Franchetti, Yehudi Wyner,
Lukas Foss and Goffredo Petrassi. In addition, he studied conducting with
Otto-Werner Mueller and William Steinberg at Yale and composition with
Betsy Jolas on a fellowship to Tanglewood, Massachusetts.
From 1978–90 he served as co-Music Director and Conductor of the
innovative Contemporary Chamber Ensemble Musical Elements in New
York, bringing premieres of over two hundred works to Manhattan. From
1988–93 he was the ‘Meet the Composer’ and Composer-in-Residence with
the American Composers Orchestra and throughout the 1990s served as
their Artistic Advisor. During that time he spearheaded the groundbreaking
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Sonidos de las Americas Festival (1993–9) – a week-long event every year
of musical and cultural exchange, bringing composers from Mexico, Brazil,
Argentina, Venezuela, Puerto Rico and Cuba to the stage of Carnegie Hall.
From 2001–13 he served as the ACO’s Artistic Director and he is currently
the Artistic Director Laureate.
Since 1993, he has been Professor and Chairman of the composition
department at the Juilliard School, New York. In Beaser’s article in the
New York Times’ Opinionator section (‘The Reconstruction of Rome’,
2012), he describes his artistic epiphany and transformation from 1970s
modernism to a more personal flexible stylistic hybridity. Since the early
80s, he has appropriated elements from folk traditions, pop and other
sources and synthesized them with western classical tradition to create
music whose simple surface transparency belies deeper complexities,
conflicts and contradictions. His acclaimed opera, The Food of Love, written
with playwright Terrence McNally, has been televised nationally for Public
Broadcasting Service’s Great Performances series, and his GRAMMY®nominated Mountain Songs for flute and guitar has become one of the most
performed works of the genre. His commission from twenty-seven wind
ensembles across the US, The End of Knowing, has been hailed as a unique
and significant addition to the repertoire.
Beaser’s works have been recorded for London/Argo, EMI, Naxos, New
World Records, Innova, Bridge, Summit, CRI and MusicMasters. He has been
guest lecturer at major universities and conservatories throughout the US and
Europe and has served as co-issue editor for the Contemporary Music Review
‘New Tonality’ issue. He has served as trustee of numerous institutions
including the American Academy in Rome and The MacDowell Colony. His
music is published exclusively by Schott Music Corporation, New York.
17
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JOSÉ SEREBRIER
GRAMMY® Award-winning conductor and composer José Serebrier is
one of the most recorded classical artists in history. He has received
forty-five GRAMMY® nominations and received the Latin GRAMMY®
for ‘Best Classical Recording of the Year’. His boxset of the complete
symphonies and concertos by Glazunov with the Royal Scottish National
Orchestra and the Russian National Orchestra has received worldwide
critical acclaim and Warner Classics has released a complete boxset
of Dvorák symphonies, legends and Slavonik Dances recorded with the
Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra.
Serebrier served as Associate Conductor of the American Symphony
Orchestra at Carnegie Hall under Leopold Stokowski who hailed him
as ‘the greatest master of orchestral balance’. He was composer in
residence at the Cleveland Orchestra for George Szell’s last two seasons
and Music Director of America’s oldest music festival in Worcester,
Massachusetts. He organized the Festival Miami, serving as its Artistic
Director for many years – commissioning and conducting many world
premieres including Elliot Carter’s String Quartet No. 4.
He has recorded with the London Symphony, Russian National,
Royal Scottish National, Scottish Chamber, English Chamber, Sydney,
Melbourne and Adelaide Symphony Orchestras; Bournemouth, Bamberg
and Barcelona Symphonies; London Philharmonic, Royal Philharmonic,
Philharmonia, Oslo Philharmonic, New York Philharmonic, Czech State
Philharmonic, Weimar Staatskapelle, Malaga Philharmonic, Royal
Liverpool Philharmonic; and records for Naxos, BIS, Warner Classics,
Linn, RPO Records, RR, Alba, Dinemec and Sony/BMG labels.
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As a composer, Serebrier has won many important awards in
the US, including two Guggenheims, the Ford Foundation American
Conductors Competition Award (with James Levine), commissions from
the National Endowment for the Arts, the Harvard Musical Association,
the BMI Award and Columbia University’s Alice Ditson Conductor’s
Award. On BIS, he has been commissioned to write a flute concerto
for Sharon Bezaly, as well as a piano concerto for Yevgenyi Subdin. He
has composed more than 100 works and is published by Peer Music,
Universal Edition Vienna, Kalmus, Warner Music, Boosey & Hawkes, Hal
Leonard and the C.F. Peters Corporation. The French music critic Michel
Faure wrote a biography of Serebrier which is available on paperback,
published by L’Harmattan in Paris.
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ELIOT FISK GUITAR
Guitarist Eliot Fisk is known worldwide as a charismatic performer
famed for his adventurous and virtuosic repertoire. He is also celebrated
for his willingness to take music into unusual venues such as schools,
senior centres and even logging camps and prisons. After nearly fifty
years performing before the public, he remains as his mentor Andrés
Segovia once wrote, ‘at the top line of our artistic world’. He performs
regularly as soloist with leading orchestras, as well as performing as
soloist in recitals and with various other chamber ensembles around
the world, to popular and critical acclaim.
The repertoire of the classical guitar has been transformed through
Fisk’s innumerable transcriptions, including works by J.S. Bach,
Scarlatti, Haydn, Mozart, Paganini, Schubert, Mendelssohn, Granados,
Albéniz and many others. In addition, numerous new works have been
dedicated to him by composers as varied as Luciano Berio, Leonardo
Balada, Robert Beaser, Nicholas Maw, George Rochberg, Daniel
Bernard Roumain and Kurt Schwertsik.
Fisk remains a prolific recording artist. Recordings include Ralf
Gawlick’s Kollwitz Konnex for soprano and guitar (Musica Omnia),
Anthony Paul De Ritis’s Pop Concerto with Gil Rose leading the Boston
Modern Orchestra Project, a recording of new music dedicated to and
transcribed by Fisk of works by Beaser, Corigliano, Schwertsik and
Rochberg (Wildner Records), duo discs with flamenco legend Paco Peña
(Nimbus Records) and cellist Yehuda Hanani (Albany Records).
Fisk was the last direct pupil of Andrés Segovia. He also studied
interpretation with the legendary harpsichordist Ralph Kirkpatrick at
22

Yale University, from which he graduated summa cum laude in 1976 and
where directly following his own graduation in 1977, he founded the
guitar department at the Yale School of Music.
Fisk is professor at the Universität Mozarteum, Salzburg (where
he teaches in five languages), and in Boston at the New England
Conservatory where in 2010 he received the Krasner Award as
‘Teacher of the Year’. In June 2006, King Juan Carlos of Spain awarded
Fisk the ‘Cruz de Isabel la Catolica’ for his service to the cause of
Spanish music. Earlier recipients of this honour have included Andrés
Segovia and Yehudi Menuhin. Fisk is Founder and Artistic Director
of Boston GuitarFest (www.bostonguitarfest.org), an annual crossdisciplinary festival.
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ROYAL SCOTTISH NATIONAL ORCHESTRA
Formed in 1891 as the Scottish Orchestra, the company became the Scottish
National Orchestra in 1950 and was awarded Royal Patronage in 1977.
Throughout its history the orchestra has played an integral part in
Scotland’s musical life, including performing at the opening ceremony
of the Scottish Parliament building in 2004. Many renowned conductors
have contributed to its success, including George Szell, Sir John
Barbirolli, Walter Susskind, Sir Alexander Gibson, Neeme Järvi, Walter
Weller, Alexander Lazarev and Stéphane Denève.
Since 2012 the RSNO’s artistic team has been led by BritishCanadian conductor Peter Oundjian, and in that time he has guided
the Orchestra through a period of eclectic and critically-acclaimed
music-making. Oundjian joined the RSNO for its first tour to China and
presented some galvanising performances at the BBC Proms and the
Edinburgh International Festival. In 2012 the RSNO also appointed Dane
Thomas Søndergård as its Principal Guest Conductor.
The RSNO performs across Scotland, including concerts in Glasgow,
Edinburgh, Dundee, Aberdeen, Perth and Inverness. The orchestra
appears regularly at the Edinburgh International Festival and at the
BBC Proms at London’s Royal Albert Hall. Recent appearances in
England have included performances at Manchester’s Bridgewater Hall,
Leeds’ Town Hall, Gateshead’s The Sage and at Carlisle’s The Sands
Centre. In 2012 it undertook a week-long residency in Shetland as part
of the Cultural Olympiad, providing the most northerly UK cultural
activity leading up to the 2012 Olympic Games. The RSNO regularly
appears at the St Magnus Festival, Orkney and has made recent tours
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to France, Germany, Spain, Austria, the Netherlands, Luxembourg and
Serbia. In December 2012 and January 2013 the orchestra undertook
its first mainland Asia visit with a hugely successful tour of China with
Peter Oundjian.
The orchestra is joined for choral performances by the RSNO Chorus,
directed by Gregory Batsleer. The RSNO Chorus evolved from a choir
formed in 1843 to sing the first full performance of Handel’s Messiah
in Scotland. Today, the RSNO Chorus is one of the most distinguished
large symphonic choruses in Britain, with a membership of around 160.
The chorus has performed nearly every work in the standard choral
repertoire along with contemporary works by renowned composers,
including John Adams, Magnus Lindberg, Howard Shore and
James MacMillan.
The acclaimed RSNO Junior Chorus, formed in 1978 by Jean Kidd,
also performs regularly alongside the orchestra. Since 1994 it has
been directed by popular Chorus Director, Christopher Bell, and has
expanded its membership to almost 300, with members aged from
eight to eighteen. It has built up a considerable reputation singing under
some of the world’s most distinguished conductors and appearing on
radio and television.
The RSNO has a worldwide reputation for the quality of its recordings,
receiving two Diapason d’Or de l’Année Awards for symphonic music
(Denève/Roussel 2007; Denève/Debussy 2012) and eight GRAMMY®
nominations over the last decade. Over 200 releases are available,
including the complete symphonies of Sibelius (Gibson), Prokofiev (Järvi),
Glazunov (Serebrier), Nielsen and Martin (Thomson), Roussel (Denève)
and the major orchestral works of Debussy (Denève).
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Violin I
Maya Iwabuchi
Leader
William Chandler
Associate Leader
Tamás Fejes
Assistant Leader
Ian Watson
Lorna Rough
Barbara Paterson
Jane Reid
Ursula Heidecker Allen
Caroline Parry
Susannah Lowdon
Alan John
Alison McIntyre
Fiona Stephen
Emily Nenniger

Violin II
Xander van Vliet *
Jacqueline Speirs
Marion Wilson
Harriet Wilson
Sophie Lang
Penny Dickson
Wanda Wojtasinska
Paul Medd
Christoher Ffoulkes
Nigel Mason
Isabel Gourdie
Liz Reeves
Viola
Ian Budd †
Michael Lloyd
Lisa Rourke
David Martin
Fiona West
Nicola McWhirter
Claire Dunn
Katherine Wren
Maria Trittinger
Francesca Hunt
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Cello
Betsy Taylor †
Kennedy Leitch
Rachael Lee
William Paterson
Ruth Rowlands
Sarah Digger
Miranda PhythianAdams
Susan Dance
Double Bass
Ana Cordova *
Margarida Castro
Michael Rae
Paul Sutherland
John Clark
Sally Davis
David Inglis
Flute
Katherine Bryan *
Helen Brew
Matthew Howells
Piccolo

Oboe
Adrian Wilson *
Henry Clay
Jonathan Ryan
Cor Anglais

Trumpet
Cameron Todd **
Marcus Pope
Bryan Allen
Andrew Connell-Smith

Clarinet
Josef Pacewicz †
Robert Fairley
Duncan Swindells
Principal Bass Clarinet

Trombone
Dávur Juul Magnussen *
Lance Green
Alastair Sinclair
Principal Bass Trombone

Bassoon
Rosina Alter †
Simon Davies
Anthea Wood
Christopher McShane
Contrabassoon

Tuba
John Whitener *

Horn
Christopher Gough **
Alison Murray
David McClenaghan
Robert McIntosh
Martin Murphy

Timpani
Martin Gibson *
Percussion
Simon Lowdon *
Tom Hunter
Colin Hyson
Glynn Forrest
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Harp
Pippa Tunnell
Piano
Lynda Cochrane

*Principal
** Guest Principal
† Associate Principal

Scottish Ensemble
Debussy & Takemitsu
for strings

William Carter
Sor: Le Calme
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